
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing up children in AI age 

 

The agrarian society required that we groomed our children in physical 

fitness so that they were fit to till the soil and produce food. 

 The industrial age requires us to give our children in intellectual calibre 

and skill require by industries to work in 

industries and produce utility objects. 

 The AI age artificial intelligence is 

available easily at the click of the seconds. 

What we need to give our children is in 

ethical assets.  

 Brain research says that human memory is probably nil till the age of 

three. From ages three to eight, the 

children remember the emotional 

support they receive. We encourage in 

our female childcare workers to provide 

this emotional support to our little kids by 

physically cuddling, hugging, caring, 

embracing etc. This, I insist time and again that some kids crave for this physical 

contacts. 



 It is during this time, children also learn values and choose to between 

right and wrong. Teaching values and 

ethic is most important education at this 

age. The most effective way to teach 

values to our children is through moral 

stories. We insist that every night before 

kids go to sleep, the childcare works tell 

a moral story and ask the children to sleep over a moral value. We call this good 

night talk.  

 To instil values and build character we insist our childcare workers to 

spend quality time with our kids. Our childcare workers are trained to promote 

osmotic learning through story telling. Moreover, we insist that prompt and 

early corrections of aberrations and 

guide the children through multiple 

interactions will enrich their learning 

experience in this age. The children are 

also keen observers of what adult say 

and do. Moreover, they pick up more 

often the actions than words. The children’s ethical brain is plastic and 

malleable. And in addition, they form good habits by observing and picking up 

actions from the adults. We advise constantly our childcare workers to be aware 

of these and provide always a good example. We all want to know very clearly 

that children prefer a win-win solution coming from adults.  
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